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The TMC Labs Innovation Award honors products that have demonstrated 
innovation, unique features, and noteworthy developments toward improving 
communications technology.  The TMC Labs Innovation Award is not granted to 
the best-selling products, but instead to those representing a significant 
contribution to the industry. 

Benefits:
Cost effective growth – whether it’s adding a user or a location, Server 
Edition easily grows with any expanding company.

Low TCO - day to day administration of users, groups and call routing 
across the entire network is easy from the centralized, Graphical User 
Interface, speeding Moves, Adds and Changes (MAC’s).

Non-stop communications - the failover capabilities of Server Edition 
for both real time and voice messaging helps assure that businesses 
don’t miss a beat.

IP Office Server Edition is the ideal solution for midsize businesses, 
delivering intelligent Unified Communications, scalable growth and 
seamless management. Server Edition enables businesses to quickly 
and easily add users to an existing office or even connect a remote 
office, all from the central HQ. A Linux server is the heart of Server 
Edition, running IP Office software, Voice Messaging, Call Recording, 
and Unified Communications (Avaya one-X® Portal for IP Office). 
Server Edition delivers true Centralized Management and Licensing for 
all users, across all locations, in one, intuitive, Graphical User Interface.

“Avaya has displayed its commitment to quality and innovation in the 
development of the unified communications industry” 

“I look forward to more innovation from Avaya and continued effort toward 
improving the future of the UC industry.”

   Tom Keating, CTO of TMC and Executive Editorial Director at TMC Labs. 

“We’re pleased to bestow Avaya with a Unified Communications TMC Labs 
Innovation Award” 

“Avaya IP Office Server Edition has shown true innovation and is deserving of 
this recognition.” 
   Rich Tehrani, CEO of TMC. 

To learn more about Avaya IP Office Server Edition visit 

www.avaya.com/sme


